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COMPUTER CONTROLLED TELEMETRY STATION

O. J. STROCK
Director of Systems Engineering

Defense Electronics, Inc.

Summary    A telemetry ground station under complete operational control of a general-
purpose digital computer is described. The six subsystems which comprise the station are
examined in some detail to show the method of control and the flexibility and speed of
operation. A specific application is described and other potential applications are
explored.

Introduction    In aerospace telemetry ten years ago, the manually controlled ground
station was the only method of receiving and processing telemetry data. The manual
station was satisfactory then because the quantity of data was not too severe, but in the
past few years more and more data is collected on every missile or space program.
Although the complexity of the ground equipment has not changed, the size of the
ground station and the usage have increased tremendously. For example, the complexity
of the average FM subcarrier discriminator in a telemetry station is about the same as it
was ten years ago; the complexity of a PAM/PDM Decommatator is about the same; yet
much more data is processed through many more discriminators and decommutators
today than a few years ago. A few years ago (without automation) the average ground
station included a large number of patch boards and manual control switches. Set-up and
change-over to accommodate different programs or to recover different measurement
channels took a large part of the day’s time--which was a problem in off-line stations and
was completely impractical in real-time stations where the entire test was only ten
seconds or less.

First Attempts at Automation    The first attempts at automation of telemetry stations
were in items that we take for granted in 1966. It is hard to realize that the Lark missile
PAM telemetry data was scaled 18 years ago by using a ruler and a chart recording of the
PAM wavetrain. A ten second flight recording took two weeks to interpret. This explains
why the PAM decommutator of today is called an “automatic” decommutator.

The first cases where stations were automated by computer control involved the use of
crossbar switches to route information between black boxes at will. For example,
information from a given discriminator could be routed to a certain channel on a chart
recorder or to a certain meter for display, and could be switched back and forth rapidly



and accurately by computer. Information from a receiver could be routed to
discriminators or to a PCM decommatator. This automation through use of crossbar
switching gave the ability to process possibly 25% more data in a day than had been
possible with completely manual stations, and also cut down on the need for repeat runs
due to human errors in station setup (assuming of course that the computer is properly
programmed).

Later Attempts    Still later, a development in the PCM telemetry field made possible
the further automation of ground stations by use of the stored program decommutator.
The stored program in core memory included all of the routing instructions which
formerly had been placed on patch boards and switch panels, and in so doing created
what essentially was a data processor with an automated patch board for processing
digital or PCM telemetry information. The stored program decommutator gave the
operator the opportunity to process several times more useful data in a day than had been
possible with a manually-controlled PCM station. This degree of automation, however,
was limited to PCM because there were no available black boxes to store and implement
a program to operate Receiver, FM discriminator, PAM/PDM Decommutator, Single
Sideband FM, or Simulator Subsystems.

The Saturn Problem--and Solution    The need for automation on the complex Saturn
missile has become significant in the past few years because no operator is fast enough
to operate the controls and switches for processing such a large quantity of telemetry
data. On the static launch a test lasts only a few seconds, and yet during these few
seconds of data collecting there is a need to collect all possible data and even a need to
make certain processing decisions while the test is in progress. Naturally, a Saturn
telemetry station for static launch tests must be automated as much as possible in order to
make necessary decisions and to collect all possible data. The Saturn program,
incidentally, has one of the most difficult telemetry formats to process--it includes PCM,
PAM, PDM, FM and Single Sideband FM data on several RF carriers. This automated
telemetry station will solve most of these automation problems on the Saturn program.

It should be recognized that the primary purpose of this station is to switch modes of
operation as fast as possible. Simultaneously, the computer will complete the automation
process by inturn commanding certain functions within the missile, and the telemetry in
turn will look at the functions which are affected to see if they have responded properly.
The station will accomplish this purpose, to the extent that all of the operations which
would normally be performed by an operator during a test run are performed by a
computer, and several times as much useful and significant data can be processed in a
given time as with a manual station. The computer in this particular case is an SDS
Model 930, and all of the telemetry equipment with the exception of a PAM/PDM
Decommutator and FM calibrator is manufactured by Defense Electronics, Inc. for this
station.



In the Saturn computer-controlled station, after pre-operational manual adjustment the
computer talks to each of six subsystems in the station and sets up internal functions
within black boxes in each subsystem by means of 24-bit control words and strobe lines.
The black boxes used in the station are not of special electrical design--they are special
only to the extent that the designs have been modified to add internal control functions
and remove front panel knobs and controls. By making them special in this manner only,
they take advantage of all the development that has taken place to date in telemetry and
yet have the added advantage of being computer-controlled.

A Typical Subsystem    One subsystem of the automated station contains the Single
Sideband FM subcarrier equipment as shown in Figure 1. The heart of this equipment is
a standard demultiplexer of a type developed previously for NASA. This standard design
is modified to add control functions, and by means of these the computer is able to select
any one of the subcarriers or either of two special channels, bring it to a digitizer, select
the peak or the average voltage to be digitized, and select digitized voltage or subcarrier
frequency as a data output.

Solid state switches have been used rather than relays to perform the switching because
of the need for fast switching time. The design goal on this station is a 50 microsecond
switching time for all functions, with the computer tied up in servicing for two
microseconds or less for each revision of the station function.

Other Subsystems    The other subsystems in this automated telemetry station are a
Receiver Subsystem which includes seven VHF receivers and one UHF receiver, a
PAM/PDM Subsystem, a Discriminator Subsystem with 35 phase lock discriminators, a
5-Point Calibrator for the Discriminator Subsystem, and (possibly the least unique of all)
a PCM Decommutator which is essentially a conventional stored-program
decommutator.

In the Receiver Subsystem, Figure 3, RF data is received on the VHF antenna and the
UHF antenna. VHF carriers in the 216-260 mcs spectrum are multicoupled to the seven
VHF receivers in the station, while the UHF antenna (2200-2300 mcs) is directly
connected to the UHF receiver. In each receiver the computer has the option of tuning
the frequency to any of sixteen pre-selected points within the spectrum, and controlling
the IF bandpass to either of four pre-selected widths (200, 300, 500, or 750 kcs), and
controlling the video roll-off response to either of three preselected characteristics (100,
200, or 300 kc knee). In addition, the computer can route data directly through the
receiver in a conventional manner to provide a predetection output and a video output
from the received carrier. It also has the option of substituting the playback of a
predetection tape or the hard wired signal from an outboard telemetry system (600 kc
carrier) for demodulation instead of the radiated carrier. Receiver outputs from the
selected source are patched prior to the operation such that the station is connected to a



predetection tape recorder and all video outputs are connected to a central control
crossbar (a separate subsystem).

In the PAM/PDM Subsystem, Figure 4, the station inputs are on three separate lines,
each containing a PAM or PDM signal at a rate between one sample per second and
30,000 samples per second. The three inputs are wired to three independent signal
conditioners for conditioning and correction of zero and fall scale drift. The output of
each conditioner is digitized and fed through a digital data multiplexer, the outputs of
which are sequenced at a rate of up to 90 kcs for the data computer. The computer has
the option of selecting for the system whether operation is on PAM or PDM. It can also
select the polarity of the input and can choose the nominal sampling rate which the
system will accept. Sequencing of the outputs with relation to the inputs is under
computer control, so that channels 1-2-3, 3-2-1, or any other logical sequence can be
output from the buffer. The location of the zero and full-scale calibrate channels within
each frame are under computer control, as is the frame length (up to 256 channels) and
the major frame length (up to 256 channels). All of the other functions of the station are
similar to those of manually controlled PAM/PDM Subsystems, and the station output
includes not only the sequenced data but also identification and synchronization pulses
to notify the data computer of the quality of the signal.

In the computer controlled Discriminator Subsystem, Figure 5, 35 data discriminators are
included. Four input lines are brought to the station, each containing a multiplex of
FM/FM or FM/FM/FM data. In one mode of operation the inputs are brought directly to
the discriminators, and while in the other mode they are brought through delay lines to
the data discriminators while the multiplex is carried through a reference discriminator
with computer channel selection (25, 50, 100, 120, or 200 kcs) for tape speed error
compensation. The computer has the option of selecting which of two modes (real time
or tape playback) will be used with the subsystem at any given time, and can select
which input multiplex is routed through a given delay line. Having selected the input
characteristics, the computer can then determine which ones of the 35 discriminators are
connected to inputs 1, 2, 3, and 4. For the higher channel discriminators, operation is
either in narrow band or wide band configuration (for example, the 22 kc channel can be
selected as ± 7.5% or ± 15% operation). This is under computer control. In one special
case for the Saturn program, the 70 kc channel can be operated at ± 7 1/2%, ± 15%, or
± 30% deviation under computer control. As a back-up to normal station operation, a
bandswitching discriminator is provided which the computer can set to any of the
numbered IRIG channels 1 through 18. A timing chaxmel is provided, independent of
computer control.

The computer controlled 5-Point Calibrator Subsystem, Figure 6, uses a conventional
crystal-controlled calibrator as a source of five switchable reference frequencies per
subcarrier. The calibrator output can be routed to form either of four groups of composite



signals for data simulation. These modes are shown by the block diagram, and simulate
various multiplexes which are generated in the Saturn vehicle. For FM/FM/FM
operation, separate voltage controlled oscillators are provided in the calibrator
subsystem, and the routing of certain channels to these voltage controlled oscillators is
predetermined by the operator. An analog multiplexer and buffer condition the signal for
output to the Discriminator Subsystem.

The PCM Subsystem, Figure 7, accepts a serial PCM wavetrain in the range of one bit
per second to one megabit per second. The signal is conditioned and a bit clock is
established in the conventional manner for entry into the main shift register. Words are
timed and converted to parallel for data output by the subsystem. The computer has the
option of nominal bit rate selection and input code form choice (RZ, NRZS, NRZM, or
Bi-Phase). In the timing section of the subsystem, the computer can select the word
length (8-12), the length of the frame (1 to 128 words), and of the subframe (l to 64
frames) and the length (up to 64 bits) and bit-by-bit construction of the frame
synchronization word and master frame synchronization word. In addition, the subsystem
has the capability of storing up to 100 discrete bits for external use. The computer selects
the words from which these bits are derived. In addition to these capabilities, the station
provides, with the output data, a frame synchronization pulse, a master frame
synchronization pulse, and a word pulse. The serial input data is also conditioned and fed
out by the system.

Figure 2 shows a control unit which ties the computer to a typical subsystem in this
station, and Figure 3 through 7 show the other five subsystems. On each of these
subsystem functional block diagrams, the designation “Control” refers to the parameters
which the computer can change without operator intervention.

The Control Word    In each of the subsystems the computer word is the complete boss
of the subsystem. In some cases only one word is used for controlling the entire
subsystem, and in other cases as many as ten words are required to set up and control all
of the functions. In the Receiver Subsystem for example, one-half of a computer word
controls each receiver. This word is used as follows:

4 bits address the receiver (to distinguish it from the others in the station);
4 bits select one of 16 VHF (or UHF) channels;
2 bits select one of four IF bandpasses;
2 bits select one of three video roll-off characteristics;
1 bit selects real-time operation of the demodulator, or operation from an external 600 kc

carrier; and
1 bit selects which of two sources will supply the external 600 kc (one source is a

Predetection tape playback; the other is a communications line from the test stand).



Computer Programing    The programming of the computer to operate this station is
quite simple. The instructions furnished with the stations tell the operator what word
configuration in memory is required for each operational mode on the station. When the
time comes in the program to change a mode of operation, the computer gates this new
word from memory into the proper register in the telemetry station and strobes the station
for the transfer. When any of the operating functions of the station are to be changed, the
computer changes the word in memory or goes to another memory location for the new
operating mode, gates this word into the telemetry control register, and strobes the
register to put the information into the operating subsystem.

Station Limitations    The Saturn station operators must perform pre-operational
checkout, and make certain adjustments prior to each operation. Self-checking work
must be performed manually, since the automation does not include the provision for
diagnosing faults which may occur. Even so, this station advances the state-of-the-art in
telemetry ground stations and has gone one step further toward bringing the telemetry
ground station and the computer into the same cabinet for telemetry processing.

The Future    What is the future of automated ground stations? We cannot predict today
that there will be complete automation of ground station set-up and checkout in the
foreseeable future. Possibly there will be-few of us would have predicted ten years ago
that such a station as this would be possible in 1966. Three of the things that must be
done to complete the automation are:

1. The loop must be closed between data output and station control. The computer will
then be able to make decisions based on data which comes through the ground
station. For example, the computer can recognize poor signal-to-noise ratios and
reduce the receiver bandwidth as necessary to overcome the result of these poor
signals. As the signal-to-noise ratio improves, the computer can increase the
receiver bandwidth and therefore increase the spectrum of the signal.

2. The computer must do more station self-checking than is possible under present
conditions. It should simulate data inputs to all of the subsystems, analyze the
station outputs based on those inputs, and determine what problems exist, where the
problems occur, and what must be done to fix them.

3. In the use of adaptive telemetry, a ground station must respond to adaptive
switching in the missile or spacecraft. When a spacecraft telemetry changes its mode
of operation to collect more data for reentry, or rendezvous with another spacecraft,
or other reason, the ground station must automatically recognize this adaption
without any help from the ground-based operator and adapt itself for the new
conditions. This is the prime purpose of adaptive telemetry and one of the future
uses of the automated telemetry ground stations.



Conclusion    The reader will expand the Saturn application and these three additional
possibilities to include many more uses of automated telemetry equipment, and will see
the need for--first, the automated telemetry ground station of today--and second, for the
future of automated telemetry ground stations during the next five to ten years. He can
also expand the applications to military, space, or industrial systems not even associated
with a computer, where a land line transmits controls to a remote operation, or where a
station is programmed by a paper tape reader or magnetic tape playback. A new field in
telemetry is opened by the automated ground station.
 








